7.3 MAINTAINING CITY CONTROL OVER PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE

Strike the section entitled “Club Site Branding and Identification” in its entirety on Page 17 of the Term Sheet:

Club Site Branding and Identification

StadiumCo desires the ability to place or construct certain Club, Stadium and MLS logos, decals, markings, and emblems on certain of the improvements on City-owned public infrastructure in and around the Site (such as, for example, placing a Club logo on certain structures and on sidewalks, lighting and signage structures, manhole covers, fire hydrants, etc.). The City agrees to cooperate with StadiumCo to secure for StadiumCo any and all permits, licenses and approvals necessary to allow such logos, decals, markings, and emblems on the surrounding City-owned public infrastructure, it being understood that such materials may include branding from Club sponsors (e.g., naming rights partner or jersey sponsor).